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Abstract

This paper proposes a conceptual framework illustrating the application of Muslim Visual Privacy (MVP) of terrace housing by Malay occupants living in urban areas of Malaysia. Malay occupants are central to this study due to their specific views and requirements on visual privacy defined by religion and cultural norms. The study employs a thorough analysis of empirical data and review of past literatures in order to discuss vital and relevant theories. The findings of this study suggested a conceptual framework incorporating the sources of MVP elements as well as other important variables influencing the Malay Muslim occupants in terms of how they apply, regulate and modify the visual privacy levels in their respective terrace houses. The proposed framework might only represent a small portion in the entire effort, nevertheless it remains a significant contribution towards arriving at a more valid definition of MVP for Malay occupants in terrace housing. A clearer definition will then assist architects, developers as well as home owners’ themselves in terms of how they design and manipulate physical elements of the house to achieve more functional visual privacy levels as per religious requirements.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a consensus in literature that each culture approaches privacy differently, although it is a common need across all cultures (Rapoport, 1969; Newell, 1995). This issue was further discussed by Altman (1977) on the differing methods and perception of various cultures regarding privacy regulations. Noorul Huda & Anwar (2013) in their study suggest that a proper application of religious beliefs, one of the main aspects being privacy, will enhance the overall quality of life and home. Islam placed the highest importance on visual privacy due to its direct impact on physical elements of the traditional Islamic city (Hakim, 2008).

Past studies defined visual privacy differently depending on the focus and issues of the studies. However, the studies ultimately relate back to the same point which is the visual permeability of a space or building (Hakim, 2008; Mortada, 2003; Reis & Lay, 2004; Shach-Pinsly, Fisher-Gewirtzman, & Burt, 2011). Most scholars tend to define them from the built environment’s perspective. Thus they use terms ‘visual corridors’ (Hakim, 2008), ‘visual integration’ and ‘control of visual connections’ (Shach-Pinsly et al., 2011). The terms are mostly in reference to the visual line of sight created by the built environment and is independent of who is looking (person inside or outside), or the morale behind it.

THEORETICAL REVIEW
A Visual Privacy - Definition and Factors
The study by Reis and Lay (2004) defines visual privacy as what is visualized from a single point of view in a particular space (viewing angle and distance), and internal visual privacy regulation as controlling extent of visual integration; that is to block or allow visual connections. On the other hand, Shach-Pinsly et al. (2011) define visual privacy as an optimization process of controlling the level of visual exposure and visual openness. The definition is closer to Altman’s (1977) definition of privacy regulation which described privacy as an open-close system to attain the optimum amount of privacy required specific to each individual’s needs.

Furthermore, Bahammam (1998) outlines the roles of spaces, houses, street, and neighbourhood as contributing towards the overall visual privacy of the house environment. Visual privacy is the decisions which contribute towards visual separation between different sections and elements within the home, between the home and the street, and between dwelling units. The above suggestions, although clear in its own way, appears to be lacking certain morale or humanistic perspective which should be included, as behavioural mechanism is also a major component of visual privacy regulator other than the physical elements.

Altman and Chemers (1987), Zimring et al. (1978), Margulis (1974) and Al-Kodmany (1996) as cited by Abbasoglu and Dagli (n.d.) emphasize that any variable or sub-variable could be the focus of study in environment-behaviour
research, which in this study focuses on visual privacy. Review of literature presents the independent and dependent variables with regards to visual privacy as summarized in Table 1. Among the main focus of the studies were to analyze residential visual privacy and factors affecting it. Most studies take a general stance on privacy, thus there are still not many works of literature available exploring visual privacy specifically. Nonetheless, a general picture regarding the concept and factors affecting residential visual privacy has begun to take shape.

**Visual Privacy from Islamic Perspective**

Privacy of the family in the house is of great importance in Islam as it is the sole right of the home owners to be able to rest his body and mind and to be happy within that space (Al-Kodmany, 1999; Hakim, 2008; Omer, 2010). Based on Sharia principles, Islamic scholars asserted that visual privacy is defined as the protection of the individual’s awrat from the eyes of strangers (non-mahram) (Mortada, 2003), with a secondary goal of protecting the modesty of the family (Mortada, 2003; Omer, 2004) and lastly, fulfilling the rights of the neighbours to theirs (Hakim, 2008; Omer, 2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Empirical analysis of visual privacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author, year</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saleh (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown &amp; Altman (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reis &amp; Lay (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sipahi (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Rahim (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbasoglu &amp; Dagli (n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shach-Pinsly et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bermanian &amp; Saremi (2015)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Ayman (2011) Jordan
Residential satisfaction of visual privacy
- Current perception,
- Satisfaction of building elements,
- Privacy regulation methods,
- Space usage pattern
- House modification

## Shabani et al. (2010) Iran
Privacy (including visual privacy) level in modern housing
Flexibility patterns (between modern pattern to pattern based on privacy levels)

## Kennedy, Buys & Miller (2015) Brisbane
Overall residential satisfaction
Factors related to visual exposure (visual privacy) and visual access (access to sunlight and view)

The three levels of privacy which can be extracted from the definition are; 1) the privacy of the individual *awrat* from non-*mahram*, 2) the privacy of the daily life of the family and 3) the rights of the neighbours to their privacy. Muslim scholars tend to define visual privacy through a more humanistic angle (Mortada, 2003; Abdul Rahim, 2007; Hakim, 2008; Abdul Rahim, 2008). Hakim (2008) and Mortada (2003) for example, define visual privacy as protecting the family members especially the females from the unsolicited views of the non-mahram. The Islamic definition usually refers to the extent of the human body and the family relation. The human body refers to the extent of *awrat* as defined by Quran and Sunnah and non-mahram refers to strangers who are outside of the family nucleus (Mortada, 2003). Ayman (2011) on the other hand defines visual privacy as freedom to carry out daily routines free from observation of neighbours and passers-by.

These definitions of visual privacy were dependent on whom the visual intrusion is blamed on, the part of body which can be seen, one’s position in the family (ie. in the nucleus or larger family circle?) and moral dimensions. The perspectives indicate that there is a need for a more comprehensive definition for visual privacy from Islamic perspective which takes into account the important factor of visual access as well.

An important study was done by Hakim (2008) whom framework outlined the static and dynamic variables pertinent to the shaping of Islamic urban built environment. The study referred to Shariah principles as static, while Islamic *urf* as dynamic factor. *Urf* are local cultural norms which are important factors in analyzing the application of visual privacy by a specific local Muslim community.

## Culture and Visual Privacy of Housing from Islamic Perspective
Islamic architecture is distinct from others due to the application of value system and custom (*urf*) relating to built environment. Islamic scholars refer to Surah 7:199 of the Quran in explaining the nature of *urf* which can be translated as
“Take things at the face value, and bid to what is customary (or accepted by local tradition), and turn away from the ignorant.” Hakim (1994) defines *urf*’ as custom or a habit, provides a unifying and diversifying factor to the housing of Muslim societies in the world (Hakim, 1994, 2008; Mortada, 2003; Omer, 2004). Islamic scholars agreed that the factor which unites any Islamic built environment is a set of guiding principles (value system) which come from the same source that is Qur’an and Sunnah (Hakim, 1994; Mortada, 2003).

As these values and customs spreaded across Muslim communities in the world, the nature of the *urf*’ may change to adapt to local culture and specific times and place (known as local *urf*’) (Hakim, 1994; Mortada, 2003). However, the basic values and guiding principles based on Sharia remained, thus uniting Islamic built design despite of its local cultures (Hakim, 1994, 2008; Mortada, 2003). On the other hand, latent literature further described that diversity between built environments in Muslim communities are due to the dynamic nature of the *urf*’ itself which is meant to be adapted to a particular time and place (Hakim, 1994; Mortada, 2003). The effect of the *urf*’ is more obvious in small scale changes made by decisions of individual residents. For example how a resident in Saudi Arabia modifies his house to make it more privacy compliant (Hakim, 1994), which mainly consists of small changes to the physical urban form made based on unified agreements after discussions and dialogues sessions (Omer, 2004).

In this study, Sharia principles related to built environment is the unifying element of Muslim housing. On the other hand, culture and other non-cultural factors are the diversifying elements (local *urf*’). This is supported by El-Shorbagy (2010) and Hakim (2008) whom both agree that each architectural element represents a solution to a problem which rises at a specific time. One of the main problems is to protect modesty (*awrat*) of the family in the house within the constraints of house construction of that time and place (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Factors influencing house form from Islamic perspectives](image)

**Visual Privacy Regulations**
The field of regulating visual privacy of the house environment can best be explained by Altman’s theory on privacy regulators. Altman (1977) theorizes that privacy regulators consist of three main mechanisms which are social,
behavioural and environmental. Social mechanisms are instilled and governed by the cultural institutions. Social mechanisms consist of social supports and policy supports which are both dependent on accepted practices, mores, roles, and rules. The second is behavioural mechanism that includes cognitive and overt behaviours. Factors which interest this study are the territoriality markers which are expressed as personal space, verbal and nonverbal behaviours. These two factors directly influence the characteristics of physical elements of the house, which falls under the third mechanism namely the environmental mechanism, which affects visual privacy levels. Furthermore, Altman (1977) and Ozaki (2002) strongly suggest that effective privacy regulations require a mixture of mechanisms working as a system achieving the required visual privacy level.

House modification was placed under the third mechanism which is the environmental mechanism. Environmental mechanism was defined by Kupritz, (2000, p.50) as “the physical elements, devised or deployed by designers, to regulate privacy.” Kupritz (2000) further explained that these physical elements function as apparatus used by individuals in controlling privacy levels. The physical elements are the lego blocks in constructing the required visual privacy levels and based on the frameworks, are directly affected by territoriality which is a behavioural mechanism. Therefore, physical elements of the house, other than being the elements proposed by designers in suggesting the “right” amount of visual privacy a house owner should have, are also territorial markers which a house owner can manipulate to achieve the “optimum” amount of visual privacy which they need.

Visual Restriction and Visual Access
This study describes visual restriction and visual access as main variables affecting visual characteristics of a house. Shahch-Pinsley et al. (2001) describe visual restriction, which they termed as exposure, as being a component of visual privacy but not fully representing visual privacy. The same study defined visual restriction as: “the visual penetration of one’s privacy as a result of being viewed from the external spaces of other building facades or public spaces at street level” (Shahch-Pinsley et al., 2011, p.235). Meanwhile visual access, or openness, was defined as 3 aspects which are: 1) the measured length of built facades from which the view can be observed, 2) the measured area of built facades from which the view can be observed, and 3) the measured landscape area being viewed at street level and at every built storey (the isovist area) (Shahch-Pinsley et al., 2001). Additionally, visual restriction is related to negative intrusion, visual access on the other hand, has a positive connotation related to view.

This study highlights the importance of both visual restriction and visual access as factors of visual privacy. Review of traditional Islamic housing displayed the use of masyrabiyya or roshin, which reflects the need to allow visual access, mainly to allow female family members to view out, without being
viewed. Thus this study defines visual privacy of the house from Islamic perspective as the visual restriction of awrat and modesty of the family based on the requirements of Islamic principles while still allowing provision for visual access and its benefits.

BACKGROUND
According to Zulkeplee, Buys and Aird (2014) and El-Shorbagy (2010), Muslim houses came in a variety of forms and designs due to cultural diversity, yet unified by a few similar traits based on religious requirements. The traditional Malay house which is in line with said trend exudes sensitivity to socio-cultural and religious needs of the occupants. The terrace housing in Malaysia on the other hand, is a step backward, as it disregards the socio-cultural factors of its inhabitants.

Past studies by Abdul Rahim and Hashim (2008), Farah (2010) and Abdul Rahim (2008) highlight the lack of visual privacy encountered by Malay occupants of terrace housing in urban areas. Erdayu, Esmawee and Masran (2010 & 2012) point out that conflicts due to incompatibility of the home environment and cultural norms termed as ‘housing stress’ may have adverse psychological effects on the occupants. This ultimately leads to changes in behavioural norms and abandonment of required religious and cultural values (Abdul Rahim & Hashim, 2008; Farah, 2010). This study proposes the concept of MVP or Muslim visual privacy which adopts Islamic requirements for visual privacy in the housing setting as a basis and benchmark in housing design. This study focuses on terrace housing in urban areas.

FINDINGS - PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Optimum level of MVP is an achievement of a balance between visual restriction and visual access. It displays a scenario of ideal balance of which the familial intimacy, awrah and security of the family are well protected and at the same time enables visual access to allow the efficient provision of security, sustainability and hospitality to the family. The MVP could be complemented by elements of visual modesty to achieve this optimum level.
Figure 3 above illustrates the dynamic system of visual privacy from Islamic perspectives. It suggests a continuous process of regulating visual privacy in order to fulfil Islamic requirements and achieve an optimum level of visual privacy. Furthermore, it indicated that a terrace house design should be composed of Malay Muslim Housing Characteristics made up of MVP elements which are influenced by local customs (urf’) and Malay ideals (priorities and perception). The final step enters an optimization process, housing modification and privacy regulations. However the MVP should be found inadequate, the cycle would repeat itself.
CONCLUSION
Based on the findings, this paper suggests a comprehensive conceptual framework incorporating the sources of MVP elements as well as other important variables influencing the Malay Muslim occupants in terms of how they apply, regulate and modify the visual privacy levels in their respective terrace house. In Islam, the concept of closure or protecting the privacy of the family is more of a requirement instead of preference with clear outline of the importance of sanctity of the family and awrat which needs to be restricted from the view of the non-mahram (stranger) eyes. An increase in visual access with its benefits and functions is detrimental to the level of visual restriction and privacy provided to the family, and vice versa. The issue regarding prioritization and awareness of the Malay occupants themselves is a critical matter which needs further analysis. As privacy is culturally specific, there is a need for adequate knowledge and awareness regarding the right definition, principles, and rules regarding visual privacy regulations from Islamic view with regard to a specific cultural context.
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